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Abstract: The article raises a question of research on children’s literature led 
in Poland and stemmed from jerzy cieślikowski’s conception that refers to the 
theory of fun acivities by French culture expert roger caillois. The authoress 
considers particularly useful caillois’s essey entitled ludzie a gry i zabawy (le 
jeux et les hommes, 1958, polish translation 1973), in which he set out the ty-
pology of different kinds of jollity and provided polish researchers with a very 
wide questioning context. She also itroduces cieślikowski’s concept as well as 
analyses the akin thoughts. Furthermore, she acquaints the reader with the ef-
fect of her own study on literature for children which is based on caillois’s ty-
pology. She comes with her own proposals of archetypal perceptive models de-
rived fromludic functions of literature for children.

Keywords: study on literature for children – the concept of jerzy cieślikowski – 
a ludic function of literature – typology of fun activities by roger caillois – ar-
chetypal perceptive models 

in my paper i focused on presenting the research concepts based upon the ro-
ger caillois theory, that use play as one of the forms of culture and have deve-
loped in the Polish surveys on the children’s literature, owing to the research 
works of jerzy cieślikowski. according to the Polish researcher, play is a struc-
ture of some literary masterpieces addressed to kids, and the majority of the 
children’s literature has its roots in the folklore. The concepts, that have been 
discussed here, stem from this very reflection. Therefore, this work contains 
the review of Polish studies on the children’s literature, that are inspired by the 
ludological context to some extent, yet they also use affinity of the children’s 
literature for the play issue. The final section of the text comprises my own re-
search, where i have applied caillois typology, the theory of archetypes by carl 
Gustav jung, a wide array of reflections of the Polish researchers, originating 
from the cieślikowski’s study school as well as my private thoughts on the mo-
bile and emotional spheres of the child’s play. 

child development psychologists and educationalists generally consider 
playing to be a fundamental activity during childhood. indeed, play is the main 
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expressive activity during early and late childhood. Psychologists contend that 
its most commonly associated forms are manipulative, physical, theme, con-
structive, didactic and sensory in nature (Przetacznik-Gierowska 1993: 34–40) . 

However, play is not just a research area in psychology or pedagogy. in the 
1930s it became a subject of interest to cultural theorists. a well-known work 
by johan Huizinga entitled Homo Ludens. A Study of the Play Element in Cul-
ture (1937) enabled researchers to perceive human culture from a new perspec-
tive. The work of French cultural theorist roger caillois expanded Huizinga’s 
theory. in particular, his essay Man, Play and Games (Le jeux et les hommes, 
1958, Polish transl. 1973), in which he presents a typology of play, created a par-
ticularly broad research context for Polish researchers. caillois classified games 
and play according to rules grouping them into four categories: alea (play and 
games of chance), agon (based on competition), mimicry (based on imitation), 
and ilinx (altering perception). even though this researcher did not transpose 
his theory into the field of literary studies, it became a subject of interest to lit-
erary scholars, mainly in children’s literature because play is naturally associ-
ated with childhood. However, neither Huizinga nor caillois treated children 
as the primary reference point for their criticism. Thus, the idea put forward by 
jerzy cieślikowski, the first Polish researcher in the field of literary science to 
research children’s literature attracted significant attention. cieślikowski treat-
ed children’s folklore as a source of literature for the youngest children and ex-
amined the oldest poetry genres (lullabies and nursery rhymes) as elementary 
forms of literary expression in the world of children; in this way he delineated 
one of the fundamental directions of Polish research that is currently being de-
veloped in literary studies in children’s literature. cieślikowski presented the 
connection between children’s folklore, children’s literature and play in his work 
Great Party (1967) in which he discussed the features of a text containing chil-
dren’s poetry on children’s verbal folklore. at the same time, he depicted the 
merger of the phenomena of play and literary structures.

The multitude and variety of literary and quasi-literary forms available to 
children have long underlined the need for their classification and organiza-
tion. The first attempt at addressing this problem in Poland was cieślikowski’s 
work entitled Children’s literature and subculture (1975) in which the author 
dealt with creations (as he called them) of children’s folklore. Their function-
al aspect highlighted by this researcher emerges from detailed descriptions 
of properly selected and classified examples. His intention of illustrating the 
function discharged by various forms of ludic expression prompted a need to 
refer their content and language to children’s mentality and imagination and 
the literary phenomena present in children’s verbal systems (Simonides 1976; 
Papuzińska 1988). He subsequently noted that linguistic creations are usually 
conveyed aloud with the aid of gestures (cieślikowski 1975), making them 
easy to remember. rhymes, dialogues and dramatization play an important 
role. cieślikowski indicated the existence of a union between children’s play 
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and the accompanying text. a perfect example would be games played in a 
circle whose characteristics are reflected by works’ structure, tune and story-
line. The researcher cites the following games as examples: The bird is flying 
up, The handkerchief, The Old Bear. dynamism is an essential element of texts 
intended for children. it is often focused on children’s bodily movements. in 
this case cieślikowski meant playing with an infant when ‘the body is the play-
ing matter’ (cieślikowski 1975: 110). He meant games/play in which children’s 
hands, fingers, face and entire body are used with contact being made through 
touch while simultaneously uttering a given text. rich verbal material of this 
type helped create a framework for communicating creations that also apply to 
adult-child play. The chart given below includes activities of an adult addressed 
to the child’s body over the course of infant games and plays, accompanied 
with the verbal formula, often being a reflection of a short “plot” carried out 
through touching.

table 1 
Framework for communicating adult-child creations/play (cieślikowski: 1975: 113)

children’s 
body

 
 

tickling, B

touching, A

imitating  
walking e.g.,  C 
‘crayfish’,

clapping, D

bouncing  
on an adult’s lap

 
 naming,  

fictionalizing

 
 

‘beating’

tickling,

 
pinching, 

clapping,

‘horse riding’

 
 children’s 

body

The outcomes of these activities are temporal; they are not fixed but are 
connected to a certain instance of playing or an instructional situation, where-
by ‘creations emerge from their implementation’ (cieślikowski 1976: 25). This 
discovery prompted the researcher to take a new view on verbal text used in 
play and its socializing role in children’s community. it also led to another pos-
tulate concerning the intersemiotic nature of literary communication address-
ing children as a feature conditioned by the creations of children’s folklore. 
a live performance is possible mainly because the text intended for children 
to hear contains words, images and gestures (cieślikowski 1985b: 171–179). 
These signals merge eliciting a perception/performance interaction that is typ-
ical during childhood. This concept is based on the assumption that ‘a great 
amount of literature addressed to children, and above all the literature that is 
believed to be the best for various reasons, mainly esthetic in nature, originat-
ed from play and is aimed for playing’ (cieślikowski 1985a: 66). Thus, diverse 
demonstrations of children’s folklore are particularly significant: counting 
games, nursery-rhymes, skipping rope rhymes etc. They are usually accompa-
nied by motor-auditory-melic behavior.
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at the end of his argument, cieślikowski offhandedly mentions a work he 
considers to be important written by caillois and entitled Les jeux des hommes. 
This digression formed the basis for several theories concerning research into 
children’s literature in Poland in recent decades. The classification of games 
and play presented by caillois does not strictly apply to childhood. However, 
the primary phenomena of paidia and ludus strongly reflect children’s activity. 
cieślikowski cited these relationships in devising his concept that is equally 
applicable to adults and children alike (cieślikowski 1985a: 52).

table 2
Framework of j. cieślikowski’s concept incorporating r. caillois’ theory

Paidia

noise,
movement

1.
laughing, 
flying a kite,
solitaire,
crossword 
puzzles

Agon

races, 
competition 
etc.– not rule-
bound

2.

Alea 

eeny, meeny, 
miny, moe,
heads or tails, 
betting

Mimicry 

role playing

3.
illusionism

playing  
with dolls,
various 
disguises,
masks

Ilinx 

‘spinning 
games’,
merry-go-
round,
swinging

Ludus athletics,
boxing,
fencing,
football,
billiard,
checkers,
chess,
generally,  
all sporting 
competitions

roulette,
various types of 
lotteries

costumes,
theater, 
generally,  
performing arts

waltz,
voladores ritual 
dance,
fairs,
skiing,
mountain 
climbing,
trapeze 
exercises

note: games and playing are arranged in ascending order in each vertical column with the 
content of paidia declining and the content of ludus rising.

cieślikowski draws a distinct division between children’s and adults’ play-
ing and games. The numbers stated in the table refer to the researcher’s more 
detailed comments:

1. ‘movement’ and ‘laughing’ include a wide range of frolicking and playful 
behavior, as well as all behavior characteristic of children when being enterta-
ined by adults.

2. most children’s games with instruments should be included here: wal-
king on stilts, serso, flying a kite, playing tag, hide-and-seek, blind man’s bluff. 
all these games contain a prominent element of overcoming clumsiness, for 
instance walking on stilts. Similarly, these games entail  strictly defined rules 
of conduct. 

3. ‘role-playing’ involves manual, theatrical and narrative constructions 
such as painting, pasting, gluing and cutting (this also includes book illustra-
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tions used as a means of exiting deadlocks in arranged play situations) (cieśli-
kowski 1975: 156‒157).

in 1978, in his article entitled The play as a structure of some texts for chil-
dren, cieślikowski explicitly refers to play as a specific instance of literary 
perception. This stance treats perception as a process transpiring according 
to defined rules, just like a game. in parallel, it presents literature mainly as 
source of pleasure, i.e. entertainment or for leisure. in this work cieślikowski 
formulated one of his most important views that led to subsequent genera-
tions of literary scholars embarking on new research. He wrote: ‘»the game-
like nature« of literature is not only related to how it is perceived, as it can 
run contrary to the work’s underlying idea and poetic sentiment. rather, it is 
an empirically verifiable phenomenon; »its game-like nature« can also be an 
inherent rule of the work itself, its own construction produced in the form 
of a plaything. it may also embody the author’s proposal for its reader: let’s 
play together’(cieślikowski 1985a: 65). according to cieślikowski, ‘all litera-
ture with entertainment-ludic leaning is structured according to this classifica-
tion [meaning caillois’ typology – aUG]’ (cieślikowski 1985a: 69). There are 
certain types of literary expression, e.g. novels in which the story or character 
construction is based on the structure of a certain type of play. For example, for 
pedagogy it might be important that related behavior is particularly visible in 
how children’s literature is perceived. How children perceive is a creative and 
active manifestation full of expression allowing us to observe the four basic 
play tendencies (alea, mimicry, agon, ilinx).

despite his interest in the sources of children’s literature and its roots in 
folklore, jerzy cieślikowski abandoned further attempts at expounding on 
caillois’ thinking. in his research work he usually emphasized the ludic and 
paidia aspects of children’s texts and literary texts. He did not provide any de-
tailed description of these relations. However, the short paragraph he wrote on 
caillois’ work in these articles marked the beginning of extensive research into 
children’s literature in Poland.

The use of play in researching children’s literature coincided with the vi-
brant interest in this research problem in general literature. in this way ludic 
value was found in adult literature. The book by michał Głowiński bearing the 
typecast title of Novel games (1973) was one of the first works on this subject. 
The author delves into the novel’s linguistic material (Głowiński 1973). moreo-
ver, cieślikowski’s Children’s literature and subculture … coincided with the 
publication of Głowiński’s Proofs and styles of reception (1975) in which he dis-
tinguished perception styles: mimetic, allegorical, symbolic, instrumental, ex-
pressive and aesthetic. according to ryszard Waksmund, the ludic style should 
be added to this group as it is typical of how children perceive literature (Waks-
mund 1987). This ludic aspect is also present in adult literature. Głowiński 
considered this aspect in his work into literature in the age of mass culture. in 
his analysis of Kazimierz Wierzyński’s poems, Krzysztof dybciak referred to 
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caillois’ theory because he noticed ‘mechanisms of play’ in the language and 
content of this poet’s work, in particular ilinx in ‘states of joyful intoxication’ 
(dybciak 1980: 41–56). in turn, jolanta Ługowska, a researcher focusing on 
literature and folklore, isolated the ludic model in genres of children’s poetry 
when considering situations outside literature that affect the primal role played  
by the ludic function. These situations include ‘all forms of contact between 
adults and children that are devoid of any explicit or conscious instructional 
intention (lulling children to sleep or entertaining them) and diverse forms of 
mutual contact between children mainly for ludic or self-educational purpo-
ses’ (martuszewska 2007). 

The renewed interest in games/play as a field of cultural research in the se-
cond half of the 20th century was probably caused by the new attitude taken to-
wards children and childhood. The book written by Philippe ariés and entitled 
The childhood story (French edition 1960, Polish transl. 1995) was particularly 
significant because it showed children and childhood in an entirely different li-
ght. in recent years, especially since the 1990s, many authors have expressed gre-
ater interest in children’s literature and children in post-conference publications. 
For instance, The worlds in a play – ‘Playing with the world’. Ludic connections 
of  literature  (2001) edited by danuta ossowska and The game with the reader 
(2001) by anna rzymska, Between the convention and the strategy (2001), edited 
by maria jakimowicz and rafał moczkodan and Games in the language, literatu-
re and culture (1997), edited by ewa jędrzejko and Urszula żydek-bednarczuk. 
These researchers focused mainly on understanding literature as a game being 
played with readers or as a game/play in general. most researchers disregarded 
caillois’ typology and its consistent application in the interpretation of literary 
texts. anna martuszewska in her book entitled Funny games. About literary ga-
mes/plays presents a particularly interesting summary. She discusses the pheno-
mena of ‘constant game/play’ in literature in a thorough and erudite way, while 
showing how some aspects are related to caillois’ theory.

The research themes cieślikowski first investigated concerning the aspects 
of play in a literary work and how it is perceived were studied further in chil-
dren’s literature. Some of the researchers who thought in a similar vein in-
cluded bogusław żurakowski who concentrated on paidia in children’s poems 
(żurakowski 1979), Urszula chęcińska who identified manifestations of paidia 
in joanna Kulmowa’s poems (chęcińska 2006), maria ostasz who proposed a 
model paidia poem (ostasz 2008), maciej Wróblewski who characterized agon 
in his research in novels based on sports themes (Wróblewski 2011). However, 
alicja baluch, a literary researcher and poet played the most important role 
in applying caillois’ concept to research in children’s literature. in her semi-
nal work whose title refers to the theory of play – From ludus to agora (2003) 
alicja baluch uses caillois’ concept as a research method and context for un-
derstanding literature written for non-adults. in accordance with cieślikowski’s 
concept, she considers play and children’s folklore to represent one of the two 
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genological systems of children’s works. just as cieślikowski and żurakowski 
do, baluch emphasizes the importance of children’s paidia-type behaviors that 
accompany reading in accordance with caillois’ typology. His theory is em-
ployed to present the specific behaviors of literary characters as reflections of 
children’s behavior in the real world. Thus, agon, alea, mimicry and ilinx are not 
just types of play. They also determine certain characteristic conditions in the 
text’s structure and realm. by incorporating caillois’ theory, baluch claims that 
some works for children incorporate paidia behavior patterns in which children 
manifest their own attitudes in their conversation with their role model. These 
works are known as agora novels to mirror debates in an agora located in at-
tic Greece. However, the reference is actually to a contest of knowledge (agon) 
as both parties, whether children or adults, espouse their own truth and art to 
reach mutual agreement. according to baluch, in a literary agora one can come 
across initiation novels (mimicry), fantasy and horror stories (alea) and fantas-
mic stories (ilinx). The last group derives from maria janion’s theory concern-
ing fantasms janion 1991). Fantasms have appeared in people’s imagination 
since the dawn of time from the time of childhood. The notional world created 
by children has all the hallmarks of a fantasm. all the types of novels intended 
for young people constitute a specific type of literary dialogue in which adoles-
cents participate. baluch’s work shows that for children to make a judicious use 
of literature a guide-master must lead them ‘from play to a serious conversa-
tion’ (baluch 2003). However, for the conversation to be fruitful it is indispens-
able for the master to understand the fundamentals of aesthetics, psychology, 
pedagogy and sociology. These conclusions point to learning by reading. Thus, 
they combine knowledge from cultural studies and literary theory. as a conse-
quence, they broaden the field for applying caillois’ theory in the research in 
how to perceive young adult literature.

baluch’s suggestion led to another, though somewhat different, approach to 
applying the concept of games and play proposed by maria ostasz in her book 
entitled From Konopnicka to Kern. A study of the pajdia poemo (2008). She tries 
to craft a model paidia poem. The author builds an algorithm consisting of eight 
types of paidia to describe a poem in a formal manner. She employs caillois’ 
merged types. The genological aspect of a work (model) hinges on paidia, poet-
ic measure, viewpoint, means of cohesion, etc. according to ostasz, the clearer 
a poem’s paidia is, the better a work is. it satisfies children because it entertains 
and instructs. Her work analyzes one hundred contemporary children’s poems 
‘from Konopnicka to Kern’ from the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries un-
til the end of the 20th century. it spans a wide sampling of paidia. The research 
methodology it pursued made it possible to prepare a detailed and consistent 
description of the means of cohesion examined using the linguistic, formal and 
semantic planes in all types of paidia poems.

The forms of play distinguished by caillois evince certain emotional states 
because playing induces players to assume a certain psychological state. This 
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feature interests me in the relationship between playing and literature. i pub-
lished my research on children’s literature in a work entitled Motor patterns of 
the pieces for children. About children’s literature as a trip, fight, mystery, safe 
place and fun (2009). i was inspired to tap into the description of movements in 
literary works by dance and body language and by the theories advanced by re-
searchers such as cieślikowski, baluch, Papuzińska and Ługowska. in my work 
i linked the role of movement and emotional states to how children perceive 
literature. Thus the work’s title refers to the role of movement and emotions 
in children’s cognitive acts and play (Papuzińska 1996). my purpose is to draw 
attention to action-based perception of the world as one of the main means 
for small children to broaden their knowledge and to develop their emotional 
states accompanying this process. Kinesthetic activity such as jumping, spin-
ning, bustling, dancing, running and racing, climbing and whirling are par-
ticularly important in children’s lives as they support their psychological, so-
cial and emotional condition. mental movement provoked by literary works 
and streaked with emotion has a similar significance. The emotional reaction 
to a poem or a fairy tale signifies the existence of an emotional/emotive style 
of perception (martuszewska 2007: 63 70 )1, typical for children’s contact with 
literature. 

in order to ascertain what patterns of movement are taking place, which i 
assume constitute the internal rules of children’s literature, i applied caillois’ 
theory to cultural anthropology, psychology and pedagogy. His description of 
play defines the patterns of play involving movement. its genology provides an 
archetypal basis for people (in this case children) to follow an internal model 
to reflect reality. a. baluch’s transfer of methods of archetypal literary criticism 
to children’s literature has given us tools of archetypal criticism to incorporate 
in methodology (baluch 1993). i have assumed that certain texts set a certain 
perception aptitude. Thus, children experience texts based on their aptitude. a 
literary text probably activates a model or perception of a work. if we treat the 
aesthetics of children’s literature as a function of unconscious mental processes, 
we will be able to uncover how many great and diverse possibilities children’s 
literature offers for perception.

Alea, agon, mimicry and ilinx are connected with the emotional settings they 
accompany: peace, harmony, aggressiveness and stupefaction/elation. associa-
tions such as ‘line – going ahead – resignation – peace’, ‘circle – circular move-
ment – imitation – harmony’, ‘chain – fighting – competition – aggressiveness’, 
‘twirl – whirl – stupefaction – ecstasy’, result from the characteristic features of 
notional thinking (typical for children); moreover, they compel one to accept 
a reference to extensive interdisciplinary references. They also provide possi-
bilities for the development of further stages in children’s literary paths. They 

1 according to a. martuszewska, emotional reaction to the world depicted in a work sig-
nifies an emotional style of perception.
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build archetypal models for the perception of literature in which works evince 
feelings of wandering, contesting for position, finding a safe place or engaging 
in stupefying play. These in turn lead to instilling in children a desire to read 
adventure novels, fantasy stories, historical stories, prose detailing social prob-
lems, crime stories and agora stories,  phantasmal stories and lyric novels. 

table 3
archetypal perception models (Ungeheuer-Gołąb 2009: 203)

Archetypal perception models

Children’s 
spontaneous 
behavior and 
feelings2

Play types Literary 
characteris-
tics used in 
the work

Cognitive 
purposes

Literary 
features

Perceptive 
predisposi-
tion

Perception 
model

wandering

peace
curiosity

‘train’,
‘snake’,
‘thread’,
lines,
processions,
cavalcades

wander-
ing – going 
ahead,
following 
(somebody), 
internal 
wandering 

the purpose 
proceeds

chain and 
fictional ele-
ments

tendency 
to listen to 
stories

reading as 
‘wandering’

imitation

harmony
joy

playing in a 
circle,
concentric 
circles,
circle games 
including 
role-perso-
nalization,
theme ga-
mes,
imitation 
games

return to 
mother,
character-
-exemplary 
figure, 
dangerous 
places,
‘warm pla-
ces’

the purpo-
se is to stay 
in the same 
place

didacticism,
adventure

tendency 
to be in the 
center and 
imitate

reading as ‘a 
safe place’

rivalry

aggression 
fear

competi-
tion-based 
games 

resolving a 
puzzle, un-
covering 
a mystery, 
overcoming 
difficulties

the purpose 
is to com-
pete

sensation tendency 
to uncover 
mysteries 
and com-
pete

reading as a 
mystery or a  
field of con-
test

spinning 
games 
mesaround
stupefaction,
ecstasy

ecstatic 
games, 
risky  
behavior

being lost,
the need for 
dreams and 
imagina-
tion, getting 
a name

the purpose 
is to lose 
touch with 
reality

nonsense, 
lyric, 

fantasy

tendency to 
fantasize,

tendency 
to meditate 
and imagine

reading as a 
form of in-
toxication

2 Feelings dominating in certain behavior are distinguished here. However, a range of feel-
ings may be found that differentiates, strengthens or weakens these feelings.
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The incorporation of caillois’ theory in my research and the reference to 
carl Gustaw jung’s archetypes and cultural anthropology form the basis for my 
contention that the archetypal matrix present in human consciousness from 
infancy to adulthood makes it possible for various generations to transfer va-
lues3. as i have endeavored to prove in this paper, children’s literature also acts 
as a conduit.

The research motifs presented in this paper stem directly from the interest 
shown by literary scholars in literature’s ludic function. The resulting multi-
tude of theories proves that roger caillois’ original typology laid an excellent 
groundwork for subsequent research. The endeavor to define how children’s 
literary works should be understood and interpreted in related topics and di-
sciplines may lead to much more profound research in children’s literature. 
caillois’ typology seems to be particularly suitable because of its ludic focus. 
moreover, researchers and educators continue to express interest in the emo-
tions children’s literature evinces. in his work as a cultural studies researcher, 
caillois demonstrated the clear, vivid and spontaneous connection between 
playing and human feeling during childhood. 

to sum up, the theory presented here proves, that literary pieces dedicated 
to children are efficient in terms of reception whilst both the work and the re-
cipient are predisposed to this very reception. They are shown in an emotio-
nal aspect, expressed in the child’s attitude towards art. emotion-based mobile 
patterns are some sort of a “map”, that allows for describing more thoroughly 
the characteristics of the children’s literature and pointing out reception mo-
dels, according to which the child-recipient operates. This knowledge enables 
to clarify the methodology of work with the literary texts in the childhood pe-
riod.  additionally, it leads to a conclusion that the literature corresponds to 
the child’s needs to a larger extent than expected. Highlighting the reception 
categories, presented here, occurring in the Polish children’s literary education 
would allow for changing some, sometimes old-fashioned, views on the child 
and his/her demands.
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